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Abstract: This paper concems the role that fuzzy operations play in the study of 

behavior of fuzzy J-K and D flip-flops (F\ We defme various types ofF\ 

based on well known operators, presenting their characteristic equations, 

iliustrating their behavior by their respective graphs belonging to various 

typical values of parameters. Connecting the inputs of the fuzzy J-K flip

flop in a particular way, namely, by applying an additional inverter in the 

connection of the input J to K (K=l-J), a fuzzy D flip-flop is obtained. 

When input Kis connected to the complemented output (K =J-Q), or in the 

case of K = 1-J, the J-Q(t+ J )characteristics of the F3s deríved from the 

Y ager, Dombi, Hamacher, Frank, Dubois-Prade and Fodor t-norms present 

more or less sigmoidal behavior. Two different interpretations of fuzzy D 

flip-flops are also presented. W e pointed out the strong influence of the 

idempotence axiom in D F3• s behavior. A method for constructing 

Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLP NN) with the aid of fuzzy 

systerns, particularly by deploying fuzzy flip-flops as neuronsis proposed. 

Keywords: t-norm, t-conorm, fuzzy J-K jlip-flop, fuzzy D flip-flop, Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) constructed from P neurons, Fuzzy Flip-F/op Neural 

Network (FNN) 
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l. Introduction 

In fuzzy set theory the study of triangular operators has been going on for a long time. 
The three basic crisp (Boolean) Jogical operations (namely, complementation -
negation, íntersection- conjunction and union - disjunction), well-defined on traditional 
sets, can be generalized in many ways using fuzzy sets. When Zadeh first introdneed the 
concept of fuzzy sets [ 15] he proposed operators for set complement, intersection and 
union. These operators have been referred to classic, standard or Zadeh-type ones. The 
generalized class of intersections was shown to satisfy the axiomatic properties of t
norrns, while unions were proven to be t-conorms (s-norms). 

The fuzzy literature offers a large variety of tríangular operators; researchers still 
propose again and again new fuzzy operations to be used in a gíven field. Obviously, 
the perforrnance of fuzzy systems depends from the choice of different triangular 
operators. Despite the variety of available fuzzy set operators, however, the dassic 
triple of complement, intersection and union still bear particular significance, especíally 
in the practical applications. The big eballenge for fuzzy researchers is to fit the fuzzy 
se ts into the context of applications. 

The paper is structured into five sections. After the introduction, in Section 2, we 
present the concept of a single fuzzy J-K t1ip-flop, using the fundamental equation as it 
was proposed in [12]. 

In Section 3, a comparative study of several types of fuzzy J-K flip-flops based on 
various norms has been made and it was shown that, broadly, they may be classified 
into two types, one of which present quasi S-shape J-Q(t+ l) characteristics and the rest 
with non-sigmoidal character. Comparisan between fuzzy J-K flip-flop with feedback, 
fuzzy D flip-flopanda different interpretation to define fuzzy D flip-flop is presented. 
Section 4 is devoted to the investigation of the F3 based neurons and the Multilayer 
Perceptrons (MLP) [10] constmcted from them. We proposed the Fuzzy Flip-Flop 
Neural Network (FNN) architecture. We show that it can be use for approximating 
variaus simple transcendental Junctions, such as a simple sine wave, a complex 
trigonometric function with one variable, anather trigonometric function with two 
variables, a rational function with two variables, and a benchmark pH problem model. 
Comparisan between different types of FNNs and the target tansig (hyperbolic tangent 
sigmaid transfer function) characteristics NN are presented in Section 5. 

2. The Concept of Fuzzy J-K Flip-Flop 

The fuzzy J-K flip-flopisan extended form ofbinary J-K flip-flop. In this approach the 
truth table for the J-K flip-flop is fuzzified, where the binary NOT, AND and OR 
operations are substituted by their fuzzy counterparts, i.e. fuzzy negation, t-norm, and 
co-norm respectively. The next state Q(t+ l) of a J-K flip-flop is characterized as a 
function of both the present state Q(t) and the two present inputs J(t) and K(t). For 
simplicity (t) is amitted in the next. The so called fundamental equation of J-K type 
fuzzy flip-flop [12] is 
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Q( t+ l)= (J V -,K) A(J v Q) A(-,K v -.Q) (1) 

w here -,,A, v denote fuzzy operations ( e.g. -,K = 1-K ). As a matter of course, it is 
possihle to substitute the standard operations by any other reasonable fuzzy operation 
tri p let ( e.g. De-Morgan triplet), thus obtaining a multitude ofvarious fuzzy flip-fl op (F3) 

pairs. 

ln [9) we studied the behavior of F3 based on variaus fuzzy operations. 

In the next Section we will give an overview of the different type J-K F\ based on 
familiar norms weil known from the literature, namely the standard (min-max), Y ager, 
Dombi, Harnacher (including algebraic), Frank, Dubois- Prade and Schweizer- Sklar 
ones, using the standard complementation in every case. After introducing their 
characteristic equations we will illustrate their behavior by the graphs belenging to the 
next statesoffuzzy flip-flops for typical values of Q, J and K 

Some researchers tried to relax the constraint of associativity for fuzzy connectives. In 
[3] a pair of non-assodatíve (non-dual) operations for a new class of fuzzy flip-flops 
was proposed. The behavior of the "Fodor type fuzzy f1ip-flop" developed from a 
modified version of the operations was also evaluated for comparison. 

3. J-K F3s Based on Various Fuzzy Connectives 

This section provicles a comprehensive overview of the behavior of fuzzy J-K flip-t1ops 
based on various fuzzy operatíons. A set of ten t-norms, combined with the standard 
negation, was analyzed to investigate, whether and to what degree they present more or 
less sigmaidal (S-shaped) J-Q(t+ l) characteristics in particular cases, when K = 1-Q, 
K=l-J, with fixed value of Q. Only a few t-norm pairs present non-sigmaidal behavior, 
with piecewise linear characterístics and several breakpoints. One ofthem (the algebraic 
norm pair) having the advantage of the hardware implementation of F3. Circuits based 
on algebrai c no rrns are presented earlier in [ll]. The implementation was done by us ing 
fuzzy gate circuits. 

3.1. Fuzzy J-K Flip-Flops Based on Some Classes of .Fuzzy Set Unions and 
Intersections 

In his very first paper on fuzzy sets Zadeh proposed the standard (min-max) t-operators 
on fuzzy sets [15]. U sing standard negation (2), they are as follows: 

c( a)= 1-a 

i5 (a,b) = min(a,b) 

u5 (a,b) =max( a, b) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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In this case, equation (l) can be expressed as 

Q(t +l)= min(max(J, (1- K)),max(J,Q), max( (l- K),(l-- Q))) (5) 

the characteristical equation of the standard type fuzzy J-K flip-flop. 

U sing the algebraic norrns 

iA(a,b)=ab 

uAa,b) =a +b-ab 

(6) 

(7) 

The fundamental equation of the algebraic type fuzzy flip-fl op [ll] can be rewritten in 
the form 

Q(t+l) =J +Q--JQ-KQ (8) 

Lukasiewiez no rrns [7] and the corresponding Q(t +l) definition is presented 

iL (a, b)= max( a+ b -l, O) and uL (a, b)= min(a +b, l) (9) 

Q(t+l) == max(min(J +(1-K),l)+min(J +Q,l)+min((l-K)+(l- Q),l)-1,0) (l O) 

Min and max are often selceted as the t-norm/s-norm pair. This choice is mainly due to 
the simplicity ofthe calculations. 

Yager, in [14), proposed an infinite family of possible fuzzy operation pairs. The 
intersectíon of two fuzzy sets a and b applying the Y ager t-norm has the expression 

i" (a, b)= 1- rnin[l,((l- ar+ (l- bt Y w J for a,b E [o, l] (ll) 

where values of parameter w lie within the open inten,al (O, CJJ ). By the way for w = l it 
gives the Lukasiewiez t-nonn. For simplicity we use the following denotation 

ua, b)= a iw b. 

The dual expression oft-conmm is defined by 

(12) 

for w as before. Similarly to (12) uw(a,b) =a u w b. 
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U sing such as triplet, the maxterm form in the unified equation (l) can be rewritten as 

Several values of parameter w in the Yager-nonn were considered, in an effort to tune 
the J-Q(t+ l) characteristics of the correspond ing F3• 

The pair of Dombi-class operators (similarly, a De-Morgan triplet) are defined as 
follaws [7]: 

The unified equation of the next state can be expressed as 

Parameter a lies within the open interval (O, oo ). If J= O, K =O or Q= O (14) results in 
division by O the expressions are extended to their respective limit values. Both the 
Yager and the Dorubi operators are classic (monotonic, commutative, associative and 
lilnit preserving) t-norms and co-norrns. The character of standard, algebraic, Y ager and 
Dombit-norrns for a selceted parameter value is iliustrated in Figures 1-4. 

a 

Figure l. Standard t-norm Figure 2. Algebraic t-norm 
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Harnacher t-norrns are the following [7] for v E (O, oo) 

. ab 
z8 (a,b)=- ,and 

v+ (1-v)(a +b -ab) 
( b) - a+b-(2-v)ab 

U8 a, -
1-(1-v)ab 

(16) 

The definition of Frank operators [7] for sE (O, oo) 

iF(a,b)=log, l+ s- s- ; uF(a,b)=l-log, l+ s - s -[ 
( a l )e l) J [ ( 1- a l)( J b l) J 

s-1 s-1 
(17) 

-----~ 

o a 
a 

Figure 3. Yager t-norm w= 2 Figure 4. Dombi t-norm a = 2 

The Dubois and Prade (10] operators are for d E (0,1) 

. (b)= ab . ( b)==a+b-ab--rnin(a,b,l-d) 
1 D P a, , u D P a, 

- max(a,b,d) - max(l-a,l-b,d) 
(18) 

Schweizer and Sklar investigated the following class oft-operators [13] 

i 8 _5 (a,b) = max(O,a-p +b-p -1)-11 P; u 8 _5 (a,b) = 1- max(O,(l- ar P+ (1-brP -1)11 P 

p E (-oo,oo) (19) 

In [3] a pair of non-associative (non-dual) operations for a new class of fuzzy flip-flops 
was proposed. The operations proposed combined the standard and Lukasiewiez norms 
by the arithmetic mean and resulted into the following operations: 

. ( b)= iL(a,b)+i5 (a,b) z F a, 
2 

d { b) uL(a,b)+u8 (a,b) 
an u F a, = 

2 
(20) 
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In a similar way, using the respective expressions for fuzzy set intersection and union, 
we givein [8] the unified equation of the J-K F3 in this case. 

W e will r efer to this new type of F3 as Fodor type fuzzy flip-flops (because of the first 
author J. Fodor) by F4 . 

3.2 .. Fuzzy J-K flip-flop, K=l-Q (fuzzy J-K flip-flop with feedback) 

The next figures depict the behavior by the graphs belonging to the next states of 
different type fuzzy J-K flip-flops for various typical values of Q, J and K, in the 
particular case, when K = 1-Q. Figure 5 and Figure 6 bring examples for non-sigmaidal 
F3s (min-max and algebraic types). U sing the parameterízed families of Y ager, Dombi, 
Hamacher, Frank, and Dubois-Prade norms for typical parameter values, we obtained 
rnore or less S-shaped J-Q(t+ l) characteristics. The 2D figures and the sections of the 
3D surface are approximately sígmoidal as it is shown in Figures 7-12. Figures 13 and 
14 depict the behavior of the fuzzy J-K flip-flop based on the Schweizer-Sklar and 
Fodor norrns. There are obviously several breakpoints and lines in the surface because 
of the max and nrin operations in the formulas. N evertheless the sections of the surface 
in are again more or l ess sigmaidal as it is shown for some typical values of Q and J. 

Figure 5 
J-Q(t+ l )characteristics of standard 

type P 
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Ffgure 7 
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Figure 9 
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Dombi typeJ-K F3 a=2 
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Figure 10 
Harnacher type J-K P 
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l Fodor type K-1-Q 
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3.3. Fuzzy J-K flip-flop, K=l-J (fuzzy D flip-flop) 

Connecting the inputs of the fuzzy J-K flip-flop in a particular way, namely, by 
applying an in verter in the connection of the input J to K, case of K = 1-J, a fuzzy D ilip
flop is obtained. Substituting .K =J in equation (l) and let D=J, the fundamental 
equation of fuzzy D flip-fl op will be 

Q(t+l) =(Dv D)A(DvQ) A(Dv -,Q) (22) 

Figures 15-18 show the behavior of the fuzzy D flip-flop introduced above, substituting 
to equation (22) the standard, algebraic, Yager and Dombi norms. For a weil selected 
parameter values (i.e. w=2 and a=2) and Q value, the J-Q(t+ l) characteristics present 
nice quasi sigmaidal behavior. 

As an alternative approach, Choi and Tipnis [l] proposed an equation which exhibits the 
characteristics of a fuzzy D flip-flop, as follows 

Q(t + 1) = (D)A(Dv Q) 1\(-,Qv D) (23) 

W e will re fer to this new type of fuzzy D flip-fl op as C ho i type fuzzy D flip-fl op 
(because of the first author B. Choi). Comparing the characteristical equation of the 
fuzzy D flip-flop (22), wíth expression (23), thereis an essential difference between the 
two fuzzy flip-flops. Substituting D=J= 1-K, the two formulas differ in the first member. 

D = D v D holds only in the exceptional case, when the t-conorm is idempotent. 
Idempotence for T and S means that [2] 

T(x,x) =x and S(x,x) =x for all x E [ü, l]; 
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o 

o 

Figure 15 
Standard type D P 

Figure 17 
Y ager type D P 

o 

o 
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Figure 16 
Algebraic type D P 

Figure 18 
Dombi type D P 

It can be proved [4] that t-norm T is idempatent iff T = min, and t-conorm S is 
idempatent iff S = max. 
For example, using the algebraic norm 

uAa,a) = a+a-a ·a= 2·a-a2 =a (24) 

is true only in the borderline cases, i. e. when a = O, or a = l . It is surptising ho w much 
the satisfaction ofidempotence influences the behavior of the fuzzy D flip-flops. 

Although, the J-Q(t+ l) Choi fuzzy D flip-flop characteristics for standard, algebraic, 
Yager and Dombi norms (Figures 19-22) also present approxirnately sigmoidal 
behavior. Comparing Figures 15-18 and 19-22 belonging to the two types of fuzzy D 
flíp-flop with the same norms, it can be seen that, for the same value of Q, the curvature 
differs, which fact leads to arather different behavior in the applications. 
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o 

o 

Figure 19 
Standard type Choi D P 

Figure 21 
Y ager type Choi D P 

4. The Fuzzy Flip-Flop Based Neurons 

o 

o 
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Figure 20 
Algebraic type Choi D P 

Figure 22 
Dombi type Choi D P 

Next, a fuzzy network is proposed, in which an artifidal neural network-like approach 

is designed to construct the knowledge base of an expert system. 

W e study the effect of applying some well know t-norms in the investigation of the F3 

based neurons and the MLPs constructed from them. An interesting aspect ofthese F3s 

is that they have a certain convergent behavior when their input J is excited repeatedly. 

This convergent behavior guarantees the learning property of the networks constructed 

this way. 

In our approach the weighted input values are connected to input J of the fuzzy flip-flop 

based on a pair of t-norm and t-conorm, having quasi-sigmoidal transfer characteristics. 
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The output signal is then computed as the weighted sum of the input signals, 
transfonned by the transfer function [5]. 

In this concept, K=l-Q (feedback J-K F\ or K=l-J (D F3) is proposed. When input K 
of the F3 is connected with output Q , or when input K is connected wi th J, an 
elementary fuzzy sequentia! unit with just one input is obtained. Now J can be 
considered as an equivalent of the traditional input of the neuron. The behavior of Choi 
type fuzzy D flip-fl op was als o evaluated for compariso n. 

From the neural networks perspectíve (regarding to the ability to use the learning and 
adaptation mechanisms used with dassic neuron models), suitable t-nonns may be 
deployable for defining fuzzy neurons. 

4.1. Fuzzy Flip-Flop Network 

A very commonly used architecture of neural network is the multilayer feed forward 
network, which allows signals to flow from the input units to the output units, in a 
forward direction. In general, two trainable layer networks with sigmoid transfer 
functions in the hidden layer and linear transfer functions in the output layer are 
universal approximators [6]. 

The model for the neural system now proposed is based on two hidden layers 
constituted from fuzzy flip-flop neurons. Networks now proposed are sensitíve to the 
number ofneurons in their hidden layers. Too fewneuronscan lead to underfitting, too 
many neurons can cause similarly undesired overfitting. The functions to be 
approximated are represented by a set of input/output pairs. AU the input and output 
signals are distributed in the unit intervaL During network training, the weights and 
thresholds are first initialized to sma11, random values. 

5. Fundion Approximation by Multilayer Networks 

5.1. Single sine wave (various norms) 

A fuzzy flip-flop based neural network, with a transfer function using algebraic, Y ager, 
Dombi and Fodor operatorsin the hidden layers furthennore a linear transfer function in 
the output layer, was used to approximate a single period of the sine wa ve. The number 
of neurons was chosen after experimenting with different size hidden layers. Smaller 
neuron numbers in the hidden layer result in worse approximation properties, while 
increasing the neuron number results in better performance, but Ionger simulation time. 
The training was perfonned for different size hidden layers and flnally a 1-4-4-1 FNN 
was proposed as good and fast enough. 

Different random initial weights were used and the network was trained with 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with 100 maximum numbers of epochs as more or less 
suffi ci e nt. 
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In our present experiments we forced Q= 0.32, because this value ensured rather good 
learning abilities. W e suppose however that flexible Q values might lead to even better 
learning and approxirnation properties in the future. 

The expression of the function to be approxirnated was: 

y= sin(c1.x)/2+0.5, (25) 

where the input vector x generated a sinusoidal output y. The value of constant c 1 was 
chosen 0.07, to keep the wavelet in the unit intervaL The parameter ofDombi operators 
was fixed a=2 while the Y ager F3 was set w=2. Both fixed parameter values provirled 
good learning and convergent properties. Figure 23 presents the graphs of the 
simulations for fuzzy J-K flip-flop based neural network. It can be observed that the 
algebraic F3 provicles a fuzzy neuron with rather bad learning ability. The Fodor F3 is 
much better but it is still eleady deviating from the target function. 

Tab le l sumrnarizes the l 00 runs average approximation goodness, by indicating the 
MeanSquared Error (MSE) of the training and validation values for each ofthe tansig, 
algebraíc, Y ager, Dombi and Fodortypesof FNNs. Comparing the mínímum, median 
(median value of the array), mean and standard deviation (StdDev) values, the Dombi 
and Y ager type neural networks perforrned best, thus they can be considered as rather 
good function approximators. The worst results were produced obvíously by the 
networks based on Fodor operators and especially algebraic F3s. Although, Fodor fuzzy 
flip-flops presented favorable rnathernatical properties, they had not very good 
approxirnation behavior. 

Figure 24 compares the behavior of the fuzzy J-K flip-flop with feedback, fuzzy D flip
flop and Choi type fuzzy D flip-flop based NN. The fuzzy flip-flops are based on 
algebraic norms. Table 2 coneiudes the different MSE of the training and validation 
values regarding to the above mentioned cases, complete with the target values. 

<~:1J , eJ, o,z ,o,;l o.• rJ5' 9,6 , o7 n,a o,!t 1 

Figure 23 
Simulation resu/ts 

Figure 24 
Simulation results 
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TABLE J. Single sine wave 

l F3 Neuron 
MSE Training MSE Validation 

Type --+------,-----.,.----,-----~------.----,------,--·-----1 
f
' Min Median l Mean StdDev. Min Median Mean StdDev. --·----+----+-----·+-----+--------

tansig 9.3xlo·1' 3.7xl0'8 l 5.4x](r3 2.lxl0'2 9.2xl0.14 1.7x!O·' 5.2xlo·' 2.lx!O·' i ~(targ.et) -+---~----+-----------------+-----~----1------+-------
r--Algebraic 9.lx10.3 5.2x10"2 5.8xl0·2 2.7xlo·' 8.9x10"3 5.9x!o·' 6.4xl0·2 2.8x10·2 

1 Yager 6.7x10"7 3.7xl0"2 5.6xl0 2 5.1x10·' 9.2xl0·7 4.!x10·' 5.7xl0'2 5.3x!O·'l r------t-----+---+--· ----,-- -· l Dombi 21_~ 46xl(f2 1---6 5xl0 2 t51xlO·' 4.7x!0 8 6.2x!O·' ___ 6.5x~?-' 4.9xlo·' 1 

l Fodor 9.7xl0 4 4.lxl0 2 5 4xl0 2 3 7xl0·2 6.6xl04 4.7xl0 2 1 6.0xlo·' 4.lx10·' '------'---- ~----------~------'-------' 

TABLE 2. Single sine wave 

MSE Training MSE Validation l F'N:rroot -------,, ----.,----------.-----t---~-:-:--~--------r--
_M_in___ Mean StdDev. Min Median l Mean l StdDev. 

1 (target) 1_.2_x_J_o __ ·9+----+-l.-2x __ l_O_'-+I-5_ .. 6_x_l~.Oxl0.9 1.lxl0 7 
' 2.2xl0'3 l 1.5xl0·2 

JK-FF 9.2x10"3 7.6xl0'2 3.9x10'2 l 4.8x10"3 6.6xlo·' 7.8xlo·' 4.9xl0·' 
-- -----~--- -D-FF 6.6x10"5 2.8x!O·'. 3.3xW~ 1.2xl0·4 J.Sx!O·'~I0-2 3.6x10"2 J 
-------+--~+----+------------ - l '"--~----, __ c_H_o_r __ o_-F_.F__,__5._3x_J_o_·'~-- 6.lx!o·' 1 3.4xl0 2 1 4.8x!0~~~~-·3_x_J_o-_'-L--4_l_x_Io_-_' _Ji 

5.2. Two superimposed sine waves with different period lengths (various 
no rrns) 

When instead of a single sine wave a more complex wave form was used, in order to 
obtain the same results we increased the neuron numbers in the hidden layers to 8 
neurons in each. W e proposed a 1-8-8-1 F3 based neural network to approximate a 
combination of two sine wave fonns with different period lengths described with the 
equation 

y= sin(c!'x).sin(cc•X)/2+0.5. (26) 

The values of constants c1 and c: were selected to produce a frequency proportion of the 
two components l :0.35. Same as in subsection 5.1 we compared the network function 
approximation capability in the above mentioned cases as is shown in Figures 25, 26. 

It is interesting that aceording to the numerical illustrations, the average of l 00 runs 
mean squared error of training and validation values (Tables 3, 4), the sequence is again 
the same as it was in the case of the single sine wave. Our hypothesis is that among 
these four Dombi neuron is the best and the Y ager neuron is not much worse. 
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F3 Neuron 
Type 

tansig 
(target) 

Algebrai c 

Y ager 

Domb i 

Fodor 

F3 Neuron 
Type 

tansig 
(target) 

JK-FF 

D-FF l 
CHOID-FF 

Figure 25 
Simulation resu/ts 

TABLE 3. Two sine waves 

MSE Training 

Min Median Mean StdDev. Min 

6.8xl0·8 l.6xl0·6 l.2xl0·4 3.9xl0_. 3.2xl0.7 

2.! x l 0-2 4.6xl0·2 4.8x10'2 1.8xi0·2 1.9xlo·2 

3.8x10-6 6.lxlo·3 2.lxl0·2 2.2xl0·2 4.9xl0·5 

2.3xlo·7 3.4xl0·2 3Jxl0-2 2.3xl0·2 2.2xl0-6 

4. lxi0-3 4.2xl0'2 4.2xl0'2 2.6xlo·' 6.2xl0·3 

TABLE 4. Two sine waves 

MSE Training 

Min Median Mean StdDev. Min 

1.3910'8 1.6xl0'6 5.7xl0-4 3.4xl0'3 4.8xlo·7 

l.lxl0·2 4.7x10'2 4.9xl0·' l.7xl0·2 l.7xl0'2 

1.7xl0_. 1.5xlo·2 2.3xlo·' 2.lxl0'2 2.! x l 0_. 

!.3 x !O·' 5.3xto·' 5.\xlO·' 1.9xl0·2 l.Sxl0-2 

5.3. Two - input trigonometrical function 

Vol. l. No. 3. 2008 

Figure 26 
Simulation results 

MSE Validation 

Median Mean 

6.2xlo-s 6.3x10-4 

5.2xlo·' 5.3xl0'2 

8.4xl0·3 2.4xl0·2 

3.2xl0'2 3.2xlo·' 

4.2xl0'2 4.4xl0·2 

MSE Validation 

Median Mean 

2.9xl0·5 1.4xl0·3 

5 .l x !O·' 5.5xl0·2 

1.5xl0·2 2.8xl0'2 

5.3xlo·' 5.6xlo·' 

StdDev. 

2.2xl0'3 

2.3 x !O·' 

2.6xl0·2 

2.5xl0·' 

2.5xlo·' 

StdDev. 

4.1xlo·3 

2.2xlo·' 

3.4xlo·' 

2.5xl0'2 

From another point of view, we compare the Y ager type FNN with the Dorobi one, 
whose characteristic equation was mentioned in Section 2. We approxirnated the 
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following two dimensional function composed from sin and cos components, using a 
1-20-20-1 feedforward neural network structure. 

(27) 

The 3D scenes using Yager and Dombi operators are depicted in Figure 27 and 28 
respectively. The parameter of Dombi operators was fixed a=2 and the Y ager F3 

parameter was set to w~2. Both fixed parameter values provicled good learning and 
convergence properties. In particular the parameters of the family of Y ager and Dombi 
norms were optimízed for this purpose. 

Comparing the minimum mean squared errors, the Dombi and Yager type neural 
networks can be considered as rather good function approxirnators. The MSEs 
appearing at the top of the graphs are instantaneous values, iliustrating very well the 20 
runs average approximation goodness. 

Y~gar·f'F- MSE" 4f!l'J&.006 

Figure 27 
Simulation resu/ts 

5.4. Two dimensional polynomial input function 

Figure 28 
Simulation resu/ts 

A simple two dimensional polynomial input function was used for evaluating and 
comparing the approximation properties of the proposed F3 based neural networks. 

(28) 

The combination of the multi-dimensional linear function and the one-dimensional 
quasi-sigmoid functlon gave the characteristic sigmoid cliffresponse. 

The network with two hidden layers combined a number of response surfaces together, 
through repeated linear combination and non-linear activation functions. Figures 29 and 
30 illustrate typical response surfaces of two input and a single output units. From iliese 
scenes, comparing the MSEs, it is not difficult to ascertain that the best average 
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performanec is given again by the Dombí F3 based neural network which is followed by 
the Y ager one. 

Figure 29 
Simulation results 

Figure 30 
Simulation resu/ts 

In the future we plan to do simulations with a wide range of different functions and 
pattems to confinn our hypothesis. It may be worth while comparing a multitude of 
Dombi type F3s when parameters a are assuming their whole range. 

5.5. One - input benchmark model (pH problem) 

Finally, the performanec of our fuzzy flip-flop based neural network was tested on one
input benchrnark model the so called pH problem. The test points consist of a 101 
input/output data with very uneven distribution: 

Domain: [0.034914, 0.743401] 
Range: [0.0001, 1.0000] 
No data in (0.19, 0.38); (0.39, 0.59); etc. 

In this case we compared the performanec of the tansig F3 nem-on type wi th the Dombi 
one. Figure 31 shows that in the domain with just a few data po ints, in the middle area 
there are outlayer points, thus the curve belonging to tansig is deviating from the target 
and produce overfitting. At the same time, the Dombi one follows very níce by test 
points ínterpolating everywhere unifonnly well. 

It is somewhat surprising, that comparing the m1mmum MSE values (Table 5) 
belonging to this two cases the results are quite different, there the tansig based 
approximation still outperforms the Dombí F3 network. 
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6. Condusions 

TABLE 5. pH problem 

F3 Neuron Ti:Ee 
MSE Minimurn 
Training Median 

Mean 
StdDev. 

MSE Minimum 
Validation Median 

~-
StdDev. 

AlJ 

09 

0.11 

0.7 

0.6 

tansig Domb i 
9.67xW 0 5.76xlo·' 
1.28x!O· 2.78x!O"" 
l.54xlo·6 3.37xl04 

!.Ol x !O·' L 97 x W' 
2.24xlo· 4.5lxl0. 
4.15xl04 2.17xl0·' 
5.30x10"' 5.79xl04 

1.97xl0·2 2.59xW3 

1

-Target 
~ tansig 

l -DombeFF 

l 
,p~l 

:: (v-~-~-:;] 
iü 

ll.< 

OJ 

. 

o i 
.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 

Figure 31 
Simulation results 

Vol. J. No. 3. 2008 

The concepts of fuzzy J-K and D flip-flops based on various t-norms have been 
presented. The unitied equations describing these flip-flops and the characteristics were 
giv en. A fuzzy neural network (FNN) was proposed, in which the F3 s, wi th quasi 
sigmoidal J-Q(t+ l) characteristics, substituted the traditional neurons. W e tuned this 
neural network to perform as a function approximator based on a combination of 
trigonometric and polynomial test functions. W e compared the performanec of various 
type FNNs based on fuzzy J-K, D and Choi type D flip-flops, additionally using 
algebraic, Yager, Dombi and Fodor norms. The results were promising, the proposed 
fuzzy D flip- fl op based neural network w as found to be supe ri or to the other approach es 
in approximating test functions. 
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